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The sense of touch allows humans and higher animals to
perform coordinated and efficient interactions within their
environment. In last years, the resolution and sensitivity
of tactile sensors only sufficed for basic force feedback
during blind grasping [1]. However, tactile sensor arrays
providing high spatial and temporal resolution as well as
high sensitivity [2], [5] emerged recently.
We argue, that successful dexterous manipulation strongly
depends on tight feedback loops integrating visual and tactile
feedback. Due to the lack of appropriate tactile sensor
devices, research so far focused mainly on planning-based
approaches using few or no feedback at all. However, the
advent of new tactile sensor devices asks for new control
strategies to exploit this important and valuable sensory
channel for grasping and manipulation tasks.
In our work, we implemented a control framework to
realize a whole set of tactile and visual servoing tasks. This
includes such simple tasks like tracking a touched object,
maintaining both contact location and contact force, as well
as more elaborate tasks like tracking an object’s pose, tactile
object exploration, or in-hand manipulation.
Aiming to handle unknown objects, all control primitives
make as parsimonious assumptions about available prior
knowledge as possible: Neither the object properties (shape,
weight) nor contact properties (friction coefficients, softness)
are assumed to be available. As an example application
we consider in-hand manipulation of an unknown object,
emphasizing coordinated manipulation motions of all fingers
and surface exploration of a single finger for regrasping.
In previous work [3] we have shown in-hand manipulation
in physics simulation only. The present paper extends this
work to real-world experiments using 16×16 tactile sensor
arrays as large fingertips mounted on two KUKA LWR arms
(see Fig. 1). In the first group of experiments, we demonstrate
the following tasks: 1) contact point tracking, 2) tracking
of object edge orientation, 3) following of an unknown
object edge, and 4) exploring an unknown object surface.
The second experiment is a direct transfer of our in-hand
manipulation results from simulation to real-world: Visually
tracking the object’s pose employing a fiducial marker, we
show how the tactile feedback can be exploited to realize
robust “dual-finger” object manipulation. All experiments are
documented in the accompanying video.
Our framework builds on a few basic control primitives:
Exploiting robust feature extraction methods to estimate the
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Fig. 1: Experimental setup consisting of two KUKA LWR
arms with tactile sensors mounted as large fingertips.
2D contact position, the contact force, and the orientation
of an object edge. We devised PID-type primitives to deliberatively control these variables. In all cases, a translating
or rolling motion of the tactile sensor array is calculated in
Cartesian space to reduce an observed error. Subsequently, a
corresponding joint space motion is computed using inverse
kinematics and executed on the robot using position control. Extending ideas of [4], a composite controller assures
simultaneous control of position and force along the very
same axes, e.g. when moving an object along the contact
normals of an antipodal grasp.
To realize in-hand object manipulation, we follow ideas
of [6], [7], assuming, that there is no sliding or rolling
of contacts during manipulation. Rather, assuming that all
contacts are moving coherently with the object, we can
compute desired Cartesian contact motions to realize a
given object motion. Combining this with tight control loops
incorporating tactile force feedback, we can maintain stable
contact forces and thus a stable grasp even in the presence
of unmodelled rolling or sliding. In contrast to [6] visual
feedback allows for accuracte pose control.
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